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PHOTO-STABILITY CHAMBER STANDARD/GMP MODEL 

 

The Purpose of Photo-stability testing is to provide evidence on the how the quality of drug substances or drug product 

varies with time under the influence of environmental factors such as temperature, humidity and light and to establish a 

re test period for the drug substance or product under recommended storage conditions. Hence photo-stability chamber 

serves as an important Quality attribute of the product.  

GENESIS Make GMP photo- stability test chambers are especially built to Pass FDA and ICH Q1B compliance standards and 

have a reputation for reliability, quality and performance. Exceed FDA/ICH guidelines for long term, intermediate and 

accelerated stability studies.  

 A state of the art Photo-stability chambers are available. This chamber has the capability to provide fluorescent light 

intensities from 1,000 to 10,000 Lux hour. Samples stored at 10,000 Lux can satisfy the ICH guidelines for light exposure 

in as little as five days. The UV study is done simultaneously. Separate switches are provided for incandescent & UV light 

sources.  

  

SPECIFICATIONS : -  

Å Temperature Range 5.0 °C  to  60.0 °C.  Accuracy +/- 0.1 °C. Uniformity +/- 1.0 °C  Humidity range: 25% to 95% 

RH, Accuracy +/- 3% RH , Uniformity +/- 3% RH.  

Å Lamp type : Florescent.  

Å UVA Intensities: 1.8 W/m² (requires about 111 hrs achieving ICH recommendation of 200W-hr/m²)  

Å VIS Intensities: 12 Klux (requires about 100 hrs achieving ICH recommendation of 1.2 million lux-hr)  

Temperature Display : Digital LED 3 ½ digit, Resolution 0.1 deg C   Humidity Display : Digital LED 3 ½ digit, 

Resolution 1% RH.  

Å Heating system: U shaped Nichrome wire heater in SS Sheathing.  
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Å Cooling system : Hermetically sealed CFC free Emerson compressor with R 134a refrigerant .  

Å Humidity system : Non condensing type steam injection system with water level arrangement with insulation to 

save heat energy.  

Å Air circulation : Flange Motor with Impeller and blower.  

Å Interior Illumination for working Area.  

Å There will be two nos of blower from 450 Ltr Onwards.  

CONSTRUCTION : -  

Å Double walled , gap between walls filled with PUF Insulation.  

Å Standard Model : Stainless steel Mirror polished chamber and heavy 

gauge Powder- coated CRC exterior.  

Å GMP Model : Stainless steel Mirror polished chamber and exterior of 

dull finish stainless steel.  Double door : Inner full Viewing door and 

outer door insulated with lock and key arrangement.  

Å 50mm Validation Port with silicone rubber seal to insert sensor for 

validation purpose.  оέ ¢ƘƛŎƪ /C/ CǊŜŜ tǳŦŦ LƴǎǳƭŀǘƛƻƴΦ  

Å Stainless steel Trays. Adjustable Tray Height adjustment.  

Å Unit Mounted on castor wheels with front lock arrangement.  

CONTROL PANEL : -  

Å Microprocessor based PID temp. controller with auto tune facility for 

precise control of temperature and humidity.  

Å Temp. Sensor : PT- 100 , RH sensor : direct capacitance type.  

Å Cyclic timer for Light intensity.  

Å Dedicated safety controller with separate sensor to cut off the supply 

in case of overshoot and undershoot of temperature giving audio 

visual alarm.  

Å Recorder data bank to store and print set values , process values , date and time of master controllers with variable 

print time intervals ( Optional)  

Å Alarm : Audio visual alarm if temperature deviates from the preset temperature.  

Å PC Interface communication card with RS 485 for temperature and humidity control system ( Hardware only) ( 

optional)  

SAFETY FEATURES :-  

Å Over heat temperature and humidity cut off with alarm.  

Å Low temperature and humidity alarm.  

Å Low boiler water level safeguard.  

Å Electrical overload compressor cutoff.  

Å Time delay for compressor switch on.  Electrical short circuit breaker.  
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